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Background:
Have you been asked to place
panels for a large scale pho-
togrammetric mapping job? If
so and you have never done
this before, you probably have
some questions regarding how
to do this and how to make
the panels. This Resource Note
is an attempt to clarify some of
those questions.

Discussion:
Lets talk about maps for a
moment. Maps like the USGS
7.5 minute quad sheet or the
BLM 100K maps are considered
small scale for this discussion.
You might notice that I called
these maps we make “large-
scale maps.” Large-scale maps
are maps that will likely have 1-
or 2-foot contour intervals and
give you a map scale of 1:100 or
1 inch on the map equals 100
feet on the ground. These maps 
are usually requested by engi-
neers preparing to design recre-
ation facilities such as visitors
centers or campgrounds or to
design roads. To make these
types of maps, we need to fly
project photography. This pho-
tography would probably be
flown at about 3,000 feet above

the ground and will be called
6,000 scale photography. The
“resource photography” typi-
cally used in the field offices
is flown at about 12,000 feet
above the ground and referred to
as 24,000 scale photography.
This photography is considered
small scale and will not work
for the large scale maps I am
talking about. Precise surveying
is required to extract the infor-
mation needed to create large-
scale maps. Panels provide a
way for these precisely sur-
veyed points to be seen on

aerial photography. While it is
not necessary for the survey to
be complete first, the panels
must be in place before the
photography is flown.

What is provided here are panel
specifications for large-scale map-
ping and a few common sense
rules that should be followed
and will, hopefully, help ensure
a successful outcome of a pan-
eling project.

The specifications are: 
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A few other thoughts that
might be helpful:

• You can move the panel
location around within 100
feet without any problem.

• Panel locations have been
carefully chosen. If a panel
must be moved more than a
100 feet, discuss this with the
photogrammetrist.

• Pick a spot that will allow the
panel to be as flat as possible.
Don’t place it over bushes or
boulders.

• Panels must have a clear view
from above. If any designated
locations do not have an
open sky view, discuss this
with the project flight design-
er (photogrammetrist) before
you move the panel and pho-
tos are flown. This can usual-
ly be dealt with easily.

• Paneling material can be
either fabric or plastic.

Material made specifically for
this purpose can be purchased
from engineering and/or sur-
veying supply stores.

• At panel locations where
there is an asphalt or con-
crete surface, the panel can
be painted directly on the
surface. Don’t forget to get
permission to do this though,
where appropriate.

• The preferred color for panel-
ing is white unless the desired
location happens to be very
white. In this case, black will
be best. Bright colors often
do not work.

• Photography might not be
flown immediately after the
panels have been placed.
Make sure that the paneling
materials are securely fixed to
the ground and can withstand
a delay. And conversely, you
might need to plan to pick up
the material after confirming
the flight was successful.

• Each panel will need a recov-
erable spike or rebar at its
center if not placed on an
existing monument.

Conclusion: 
While paneling might seem
simple, following these guide-
lines will help ensure the suc-
cess of a paneling project. It is
not uncommon, especially in
certain areas, to have the pan-
els blown away, covered with
blowing sand, or even eaten by
cattle. If there are any ques-
tions still unanswered, please
feel free to call me or the pho-
togrammetrist on your project.

Contact:Nancy K. Russell
Cartographer/
Photogrammetrist
BLM National Applied
Resource Sciences Center
Denver, Colorado
303-236-8036
nrussell@blm.gov
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Resource Notes are intended to be early
announcements of technical and informational topics for

Bureau of Land Management personnel and some of their customers.
Information in this Resource Note is based on the opinion and

experience of the author and has not been peer-reviewed. Conclusions
and opinions expressed herein do not

necessarily represent those of BLM. Use of trade names does not
imply U.S. Government endorsement of commercial products.

If you have received a copy of or found out about Resource
Notes in an indirect way and would like to be included in future

mailings, please send the following:

NAME, TITLE, MAILING ADDRESS and a list of the two or three
subject areas that you are most interested in or that most directly

relate to your job. Send this information to Phil Dittberner, BLM,
RS-140, P.O. Box 25047, Denver, CO. 80225-0047 or

phil_dittberner@blm.gov or FAX 303-236-3508.

If you would like to prepare a Resource Note for
distribution, or you have an idea and author in mind for a good

Resource Note, please contact Phil Dittberner at
303-236-1833, FAX 303-236-3508 or phil_dittberner@blm.gov with
the topic and the name of writer, including an address, phone num-

ber, and e-mail address.

Thank you for your interest in Resource NoteS.


